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  Carlos Raul:are you testing the audio with a string quartet? 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:cool 
  Lorenzo:Cool and nice music :) 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:Mozart ? 
  Nathalie Coupet:Vivaldi? 
  Wolf-Ulrich Knoben:nice Mozart cadenza 
  Nathalie Coupet:Right 
  Lorenzo:I´m not listening nothing now 
  Lorenzo:Something wrong? I'm not listening nothing now 
  Deirdre Williams:there was just an announcement that they will 
begin shortly 
  William Drake:Wolf-Ulrich do you know the piece? 
  Wolf-Ulrich Knoben:Mozart KV 581 clarinet quintet 
  William Drake:bravo 
  Andrea:shazam? 
  Robin Gross:who is speaking? 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:Virgilio Almeida 
  Carlos Raul:Virgilio.br 
  Robin Gross:Thanks! 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Greetings all! 
  Gonzalo Lopez-Barajas:Are the slides available for downloading 
  Pablo Hinojosa / YJ Park: Hello from Busan. Midnight here. Is there 
an estimate on how long this meeting will last? Thanks. 
  Ergys Ramaj 2:Slides will be made available online shortly after the 
webinar concludes. 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:I think 1 hour 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:Also midnight here in China 
  Sivasubramanian M:Considering the fact that the Braxil meeting 
was the first NETmundial, the event went very well and has 
produced an impressive outcome 
  William Drake:Pablo  & YJ  have merged? 
  Pablo Hinojosa / YJ Park:at the lobby of one of the venue hotels. 
  Pablo Hinojosa / YJ Park:of the Plenipot Conferene. 
  Ivo Ivanovski:Hello from MAKEDONIJA 
  Ivo Ivanovski:it is 4:15pm here 



  wolfgang:We have now nearly 150 attendees. This is a lot fort such 
a webinar. 
  Carlos Raul:Net Mundial as a task force? Or Net Mundial as a new 
organization? 
  Carlos Raul:not clear at all 
  William Drake:a platform 
  Carlos Raul:define platform 
  Carlos Raul:as compared to I* 
  William Drake:place where people can do projects and partner 
  Annie Magaña:does the initiative has legal force ? 
  Carlos Raul:part of I* or not? 
  wolfgang:A platform is a form which is plat :-)) 
  Carlos Raul:plat Dutsch 
  Carlos Raul:a platform initiative 
  nigel hickson:Here with young Pablo... 
  Pablo Hinojosa / YJ Park:The Busan team! 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:actions means taks force? 
  Carlos Raul:road map to action 
  Carlos Raul:so far so good 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:virtual platform 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:Fadi said 
  Carlos Raul:energizing virtual platform 
  Carlos Raul:all inclusive (beyond i*) 
  Carlos Raul:ok 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:collaborative croudsourcing 
  Carlos Raul:distibuted energizig virtual platform 
  Carlos Raul:like a network of gas stations 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:s/croudsourcing/Crowdsourcing 
  William Drake:Carlos have you had a lot of coffee today? :-) 
  Carlos Raul:wow 
  Carlos Raul:just had breakfast 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:Flavio, here is not irc 
  Carlos Raul:just listening to the oracle 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:to substitute using commands 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:sorry ! 8-) 
  Ian Peter:mother of all bottom up models 
  Carlos Raul:how things are going to be organized 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:Bottom up? Really? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:Is it just a new crowdsourcing web-based 
platform? 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:This sounds great ! 



  Sonigitu Ekpe:The sound is not smooth cann  the technical team 
check it up? 
  Maritza Aguero:When is going to be launch the platform? 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:@IGR-ZHU , it seems 
  Carlos Raul:today 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:Flavio, are you involved in the 
platform? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:@Maritza Who is going to launch the platform? 
  Lorenzo:~ bad audio reception :( 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:I see crowdsourcing..so who is gonna operate 
the platform? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:How do we from under-developed Countries 
understand this complexity? 
  Maritza Aguero:G´question @Sonigitu! 
  Carlos Raul:you need a map 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:Focus on non-technical users.. 
  c:layers stacked upside down 
  Jahangir Hossain:1+ Sonigitu 
  c:non-tech = govt 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:haha 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:It is very important for us to under stand the role of 
stakeholders. 
  Deirdre Williams:and WHO the stakeholders are - all of us? as 
individuals? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:I figure out it is just a new website.. 
  Maritza Aguero:sorry, �who´s speaking? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:@Deirde, Govt, Technical, Academic,Civil Society, 
Bussiness and Users. 
  DiegoCanabarro:Now: @WEF’s Richard Samans discusses role of 
the Forum in supporting the #NETmundial Initiative 
http://bit.ly/10SLaAu 
  Maritza Aguero:Thanx @Diego 
  DiegoCanabarro:ur welcome 
  Deirdre Williams:@Sonigitu  thanks :-) 
  Robin Gross:2 from civil society and 4 from business? This is WEF's 
idea of bottom-up multistakeholderism? 
  DiegoCanabarro:robin, they are equally distributed 
  c:the mother of top-down centralized bottom... 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:just numbering 
  DiegoCanabarro:(1), (2), means for order. 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:First, second... 



  Robin Gross:was this coordination council decided in a bottom up 
manner? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:I am wondering if I* group is a formal 
orgnization? 
  Robin Gross:Off to a top-down start 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:@China, this is a critical issue! 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:Who is taking the seat? 
  Delia:+1 CHINA IGR-ZHU 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:Richard Samans 
  Robin Gross:simply using the word "bottom up" does not make it 
so.  This has been decided already in a top down manner to the 
disadvantage of civil society. 
  Jeremy Malcolm:This has changed very little from August, they 
have not taken our concerns into account 
  Ian Peter:who chooses reps for each group 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:completely agree Robin! 
  Robin Gross:probably the same people who decided civil society 
gets 2 and business gets 4 reps on the council. 
  Delia:who to choose the members of evry part of council? 
  DiegoCanabarro:Robin, again: those numbers were just for 
ORDERING. They get exactly the same number of sit.s 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:As an individual can I nominate myself? 
  DiegoCanabarro::) 
  Deirdre Williams:i think this is a very effective mechanism called 
divide and rule 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Please check audio. 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:it's a incredible case of Bottom up come 
upside down 
  Flavio Kenji Yanai:how it will be the nominee process ? 
  wolfgang:@Robin: My reading is that Civil Society gets five seats 
and business gets also five seats, one rep from each region. 
  Robin Gross:ok, Wolfgang.  who decides who the five are? 
  Jeremy Malcolm:Sonigitu, others: there is a civil society 
coordination group which will make nominations if there is a rough 
consensus not to boycott the process 
  William Drake:As he's said, each group selects its reps 
  Sivasubramanian M:@Wolfgang If Civil Society gets five seats, and 
Business gets five seats,  who gets to decide on the names to be 
nominated for Civil Society and who nominats for business/ 
  Jahangir Hossain:How NETmudial can help  to build capacity of 
developing country participation in internet governance ERA? 



  Marilia Maciel:One of the issues with the selection process of NM 
committees seemed to be the need to increase transparency on 
selection process of  stakeholder representatives. we need clear 
procedure for that. 
  wolfgang:@Siva: Probably the CS coordination group and ICC 
Basics 
  Kieren McCarthy:Question: if this is an open resource whose main 
purpose is to help people connect with one another, why is there a 
need for a Council at all? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Who nominates for individual users? 
  Robin Gross:Isn't ICC Basis mainly US based? 
  wolfgang:ICC is based in Paris 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:platform is not up yet? 
  Bruno do Amaral:Would discussions regarding net neutrality be 
suitable on this Initiative? 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:up. 
  Rahul Sharma:How is the work here going to feed into ICG? 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:up! wolf at the top 
  Nathalia Sautchuk - NIC.br/Brazil:@Caribe now it is up 
  Robin Gross:There is a civil society coordination committee to 
make recommendations for civil society. 
  Sivasubramanian M:@Wolfgang If there are going to be central 
bodies that would forward the nominations, (all nominations, a short 
list or just five names?) then this process at stakeholder level has to 
be coordinated by persons who are seasoned and fair 
  Robin Gross:It wouldn't be appropriate for others, like Fadi to make 
that determination 
  Despoina Sareidaki:What will be the output of the Council? Are 
there going to be regular meetings and reports? 
  Kieren McCarthy:How much money have the different 
organizations committed to this project? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:How does the concil work? They meet at what 
frequency? What decisions do they make? 
  Martha Giraldo:How can we have the copy of the presentation? 
  Carlos Raul:3 times a year 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:I think there is need for awareness creation among 
under developed countries for more participation. 
  Zaki Dajani:If this Netmundial aims at being a multistakeholder 
initiative, how can you preserve each stakeholder's interest, 
especially public VS private? 
  Carlos Raul:paralle to ICANN meetings i guess 



  Philip Corwin:Other than "action", what does this do that IGF isn't 
already doing? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:so they meet on every ICANN meeting? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:We do have many opportuned yet do not download 
knowledge to the bottom. 
  Robin Gross:The NetMundial Principles call for stakeholders to 
decide their own representatives.  But Fadi says he will be making 
that decision for civil society and others.  That is a big problem. 
  Stephanie Perrin:Please ask the chairs to answer Phil Corwin's 
queston. 
  wolfgang:@Philipp: It supports the IGF and adds concrete projects. 
There is need to duplicate discussion, but we have to  ove to more 
outcome. Here NMI and IGF can work hand in hand. 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Global decision? 
  Rahul Sharma:What are the drivers behind creation of this? And 
what are the issues we are trying to solve? 
  wolfgang:Sorry: There is NO need to duplicate discussions 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:+1 
  Delia:+1 
  Jahangir Hossain:Developing countries make up a majority of the 
membership of many international organizations involved in the 
governance of sustainable development. This is also the case if a 
broad view is taken of Internet governance, so that it is not limited to 
the technical and managerial bodies directly involved in Internet 
governance, but also includes inter-governmental and 
international  organizations  whose activities have important direct 
and indirect influences on the development and use of the 
Internet.So which organization take the initiative to build up 
capacity of developing countries ? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:How does the coordination concil deal with the 
crowdsourcing platform? It is still not clear  that how the platform is 
going to work under the guidance of the coordination concil.. 
  Ergys Ramaj 2:Please use the Q & A pod for questions 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:I agree with the developing country comment 
  Kieren McCarthy:Re: the civil society coordination group - who is 
on it - when does it meet - how does it makes decisions? 
  Alan Greenberg:That might work if there were exactly 5 groups 
within civil society. It is not that homogeneous. 
  Delia:how to make sure that every part of coucil has the 
appropriate numeber of representatives? 
  Sivasubramanian M:Why not have a Nomcom like universal 



process, wherein a candidate does not require the weight of a 
stakeholder coordinating body thrown behind his candidature 
  Delia:who decied the component? 
  Rahul Sharma:My questions aren't been answered at all! 
  Robin Gross:Robin Gross: The Netmundial Principles call for civil 
society to decide their own representatives.  It is not appropriate for 
us to have to make arguments and convince Fadi & WEF to select 
our nominations to the council.  This will be a very big problem for 
civil society going forward if this is not immediately fixed. 
  Alan Greenberg:Questions need to be asked at box on left 
  Nicolas:What about the mapping exercise undertaken already in 
the CSTD WG on enhanced cooperation? 
  Rahul Sharma:If we need more than 1 multistakholder platform for 
an issue like IG, it 1) undermines existing multistakeholder platform 
and their effectiveness and 2) poses serious questions on 
multistakeholder model itself 
  Robin Gross:"everything will be done bottom up" - says the guy 
who will make the decisions for who represents civil society 
  Delia:i noticed the emphasis is to figure out solutions, but i am 
really doubt thatt if  focusing issues 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:Disappointed with the "colaborative" of 
the platform, I really expected more, just to engage the bottom. 
Fail...   
  wolfgang:The mapping project seems to me is the main project and 
has to lead to something like the proposed IG Clearing House we 
discussed in Istanbul. The UBCSTD has done already some 
groundwork, but it has to go further and NMI is a great opportunitx 
to move from discussions to actions. 
  Delia:i noticed the emphasis is to figure out solutions, but i am 
really doubt thattif  hot issues  on IGF have not been sovled, how to 
ensure NETmundial initiative  can do that ? 
  Gonzalo Lopez-Barajas:What will be the role of the WEF 
organization to be spin-off from Net Mundial Initiative vs. the 
original NMI? 
  Jeremy Malcolm:Questions for the panelists don't go here, they go 
in the Q&A section on the left 
  Rahul Sharma:FADI mentioned about taking IGF discussions into 
account, why are discussion at ITU pleni-potentiary not considered? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:They are just saying bottom-up..But the only 
solid botom-up component is just open up comment website on IG 
issues ,really..I dont know how can it help.. 



  Marilia Maciel:An extensive mapping was conducted under the 
enhanced cooperation WG in CSTD. Efforts should be built upon 
that. 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Lets see the Internet as a new Global Governance 
platform.... 
  c.a.:That was the useful result coming out of the CSTD WGEC 
  Delia:actually , it seems an old model 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:If so theire is need for global legal status! 
  Delia:with new clothes 
  Kieren McCarthy:If this initiative is specifically for non-technical 
functions, then why is ICANN involved at all, let alone having a 
"permanent seat"? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:+ 1 @Delina 
  wolfgang:@Marilia: An advanced version of the outcome from the 
Correspondence Group will be presented end of November at the 
Interesessioal CSTD meeting. NMI can based on this and to translate 
the CSTD mapping into a more concrete clearinghouse project. 
Working hand in hand is the way forward. Not to duplicate or 
compete among various processes. Linking the dots, as th UNESCO 
man said :-))) 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Solutions available to whom? 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:more1 @Delia 
  Marilia Maciel:@Wolfgang, good to know. Thanks. Keep us posted 
about that document. 
  c.a.:Have you all noticed there is a separate Q&A window for 
sending questions? 
  RenataAquinoRibeiro:Hello everyone Will there be contributions 
previously to the event for this year too? 
  Robin Gross:Follow Up Q:  So the value of this initiative is a 
website for posting info on a topic, but that is all? 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:yes, its just a new website and new meetings.. 
  Stephanie Perrin:I posted a question in the Q and A box, did it 
appear? 
  wolfgang:@Robin: In my eyes the NMI is like a root server. It 
enables communication and stimulates innovation at the edages. So 
people can use the platform to innovate and create projects  which 
are needed and find solutions for problems 
  Delia:it seems that initiative put more attention on designing a 
socalled better platform rather than effectiveness. 
  Rick Lane:So we will have to monitor and participate in yet another 
organization?  More fun... 



  Andrea:great analogy @wolfgang 
  smith:3 more meetings per year 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:name a potential project 
  Ian Peter:glad to see this is outside icann which needs to have a 
narrow focus 
  Robin Gross:Stephanie, several of my questions haven't gone 
through either. 
  Jeremy Malcolm:Ian will you write to CS today to reopen 
discussion of CSCG role in nominating to the Coordinating Council? 
  Stephanie Perrin:are the questions showing in the box on the left?  I 
only see the one I asked, no response.  Is noone asking questions? 
  Marilia Maciel:@wolfgang, @andrea, yes that is a good 
interpretation, but it is one possible way to interpret what we hear. I 
dont see this clear at this stage. 
  c.a.:@robin gross send them through the Q&A window. 
  Kieren McCarthy:@Stephanie - I have asked four questions. None 
of them asked so far 
  Rahul Sharma:My questions are answered :) 
  Robin Gross:how are costs being borne for this project? 
  c.a.:Kieren, did you post them in the Q&A window? 
  William Drake:I have been waiting with my hand up 
  Jorge da Silva:For example, will NetMundial take outcome 
documents from IGF and then seeks to extend the debate? 
  Kieren McCarthy:yes posted in window Q&A window 
  Ian Peter:looks like we are wrapping up.... 
  Robin Gross:"The mother of all bottom up"  - Priceless 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:Wrapping-Up? 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:I will join you all. 
  Sivasubramanian M:Good that what ICANN started is making 
progress and expanding 
  Delia:i dont think it is possible to clarify which issues they are 
unique for Netmundial initiative to solve. 
  Stephanie Perrin:@Kieran, how odd, I dont see your questions and I 
guess you did not see mine,   
  Stephanie Perrin:Stephanie Perrin: The WEF already has a program 
on the Internet and the new infomation economy.  Is the WEF 
proposing to bring this work to this platform?  If so, what "concrete" 
solutions does it envisage bringing to the platform? 
  Andrea:@marilia I think is up to us (in the largest sense)  to make it 
an unprecedented tool for action in IG after 10+ years of dialogue 
  Sonigitu Ekpe:Thank you and bye. 



  Kieren McCarthy:DOA 
  Joao Carlos Caribe - Brazil:thank u 
  Maritza Aguero:Thank you 
  Jahangir Hossain:Thanks to all 
  CHINA IGR-ZHU:Bye.. 
  Sivasubramanian M:Bye 
  Michael Kende:thank you 
  Martha Giraldo:Thank you 
  Deirdre Williams:thank you and goodbye 
  Ergys Ramaj:Please direct any questions you may have to 
secretariat@netmundial.org 
  Rahul Sharma:Thank you.... 
  Dev Anand Teelucksingh:Bye All 
  DiegoCanabarro:PESSOAL 
  RenataAquinoRibeiro:Estamos ouvindo um áudio 
  Nah:"tá mudo" lol 
  Nah:thank you! Best regards. 
  guest 5:Is the meeting being archived somewhere? 
  Ergys Ramaj:Everything will be posted online, chat, transcript, 
audio. 
  guest 5:where? 
  Ergys Ramaj:www.netmundial.org 
  guest 5:when? 
  Ergys Ramaj:When the audio file becomes available, hopefully 
within the next 24hrs. 
  Ergys Ramaj:Transcript to follow 2hrs after that. 
  guest 5:thanks 
  Ergys Ramaj:*24hrs	  


